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1. Introduction

Doppler tracking of the two Mars Exploration Rovers
considerably extends the time span of available
Doppler observations of the Martian surface. The
tracking of Opportunity (MER1) was conducted dur-
ing the 2012 Radio Science Campaign, when the rover
was hibernating and stationary. Data from Spirit
(MER2) cover several months in 2009 and 2010 dur-
ing which the rover was stuck in the sand. The now
available data set of Doppler observations, spanning
35 years between Viking (1976-78) and Opportunity
(2012), is especially powerful in terms of constraints
on the Mars precession rate. Moreover, the tracking
of the Mars Exploration Rovers has been acquired at
different epochs in the martian year with respect to the
previous X-band tracking of the surface provided by
Mars Pathfinder (MPF). The now available distribu-
tion of X-band tracking data is favorable to the ob-
servation of seasonal variations in the martian rotation
and orientation such as nutation signatures introduced
by a liquid core.

Here we combine all rover and lander data in order
to improve the rotational model of Mars (i.e. preces-
sion and nutation of the pole of Mars and rotation rate
variations). We then seek interior models of Mars that
are in agreement with the improved rotation parame-
ters (especially with the precession rate) and with pre-
viously measured tides [1]. In addition, we analyze
whether the signature of a liquid core can be detected
in the nutation data. Numerical simulations are also
performed to predict constraints on the interior struc-
ture that should be obtained adding one martian year
of Doppler data from the InSight 2016-NASA mission
[2].

Figure 1: Solutions of Mars Precession and obliquity rates.

2. New constraints on Mars rota-
tion

In order to minimize data processing bias, the dif-
ferent sets of radio-science data have been reduced
and analyzed independently by Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL) and Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB).
Solutions from JPL were obtained using ODP (Or-
bit Determination Program) software and solutions
from ROB were obtained using the software package
“Geodésie par Intégrations Numériques Simultanées
(GINS)” developed at the Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales (CNES) and adapted for use in planetary
geodesy applications at the ROB.

The rotation parameters estimated in the two ap-
proaches are consistent with each other and in partic-
ular provide an estimate of -7619±6 mas/y for Mars’
pole precession rate if only Doppler data from the sur-
face are used [3]. It appreciably differs from solutions
including orbiters data (see Fig. 1).
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3. Moment of Inertia and interior
structure

By combing the precession rate with gravity field data
the polar moment of inertia C of Mars can be calcu-
lated. The so estimated value of C is 0.3633±0.0003
using landers-rovers data only (and without nutation
estimation). It is significantly smaller and has a
reduced uncertainty compared to previous estimate
(C = 0.3644 ± 0.0005) [1]. The smaller value of C
require that interior structure models of Mars have a
somewhat smaller core than models that are in agree-
ment with the previous estimated value of C [4].

4. Nutations and liquid core
The liquid core contribution in nutation is difficult to
extract from the available data with a sufficient pre-
cision to constraint interior models of Mars. Never-
theless, preliminary results are in favor of a liquid or
partially liquid core in agreement with previous results
obtained from measured tides [5].
Numerical simulations have shown that the smaller the
liquid core radius, the smaller the Free-Core-Nutation
(FNC) period [6], and the longer the mission duration
have to be in order to precisely estimate the nutation
parameters (see fig. 2). Therefore we discuss the de-
tection of the liquid core with additional data from
InSight-RISE experiment [2].
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